










Context
Sittannavasal a small village in Pudukottai district of Tamil Nadu was a 
major centre of Jain influence for 1,000 years just before the Christian 
era.

GS-1 
Sittannavasal a 

Jain heritage site



Sittanavasal is the name used synonymously for the hamlet and the
hillock that houses the Arivar Kovil (temple of Arihats - Jains who
conquered their senses), 'Ezhadipattam' (a cavern with 17 polished
rock beds), megalithic burial sites and the Navachunai tarn (small
mountain lake) with a submerged shrine.

Sittanavasal is considered by historians to be one of the oldest
inhabited area, and a major centre of Jain influence.

The artwork on the ceiling of the sanctum and the ardha
mandapam of Arivar Kovil is an early example of post-Ajanta cave
paintings of the fourth to sixth centuries, done using the fresco-secco
technique (a process that dispenses with preparation of the wall with
wet plaster).



Context
The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) on September 24, 2022,
conducted searches at 59 locations across 20 States and one Union
Territory, as part of a pan-India drive against the circulation and
sharing of Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM).
The operation code-named “Megh Chakra” is being carried out
following the inputs received from Interpol’s Singapore special unit
based on the information received from the authorities in New
Zealand.

GS-2 
Operation  Megh 

Chakra



A large number of Indian nationals were involved in the online
circulation, downloading and transmission of the Child Sexual Abuse
Material using cloud-based storage.

The POCSO Act, 2019 defines Child Pornography as Any visual
depiction of sexually explicit conduct involving a child which includes
a photograph, video, digital or computer-generated image
indistinguishable from an actual child.

The operation collated information from various law enforcement
agencies in India, engage with the relevant law enforcement agencies
globally and coordinate closely through the Interpol channels on the
issue.

The CBI has send requests to several countries for sharing and
gathering information under the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties
(MLATs) on those involved in the racket.



Context
DefExpo 2022,  will host the second edition of the India-Africa Defence 
Dialogue with invites extended to 53 African countries. A separate 
Indian Ocean Region plus (IOR+) conclave with participation of 
approximately 40 countries is also on the anvil.

GS-3 
DefExpo 2022



The theme of DefExpo 2022 is ‘Path to Pride’ and the aim is to
showcase the might of the domestic defence industry, which is now
powering ‘Make in India, Make for the World’ resolve of the
Government and the nation at large

India’s defence and technology related exports touched the highest-
ever figure of Rs 12,815 crore in the financial year 2021-22, a 54.1
per cent rise over the previous year.

The export was mainly to to the US, the Philippines and other
Countries in South East Asia, West Asia and Africa.



Context
Researchers have found that the illegal catching of sea turtle has
declined in the past decade 2010 to 2020 by nearly 30%, with some
exceptions occurring in large, stable, and genetically stable diverse
marine turtle populations.

GS-3
Sea turtle 
poaching 
declines 



There are five species of sea turtles in Indian waters:
• Leatherback
• Loggerhead
• Hawksbill
• Green
• Olive Ridley



Context
Jayanta Baruah, Chairman of the Pratidin Media Network of Assam,
formally presented South-East Asia's first Braille dictionary, 'Hemkosh'
to Prime Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi.

GS-1
Braille version of 

Hemkosh



South-‐East Asia's first Braille dictionary is an Assamese dictionary, 
'Hemkosh' which was also the first Assamese dictionary, edited by 
Hemchandra Baruah in the 19th century.

After more than 125 years, Braille version of 'Hemkosh' has been 
conceptualized.

Hemkosh is the first etymological dictionary of the Assamese
language based on Sanskrit spellings, compiled by Hemchandra
Barua.

It contained about 22,346 words. This dictionary still published
by Hemkosh Printers is considered to be the "standard" reference of
the Assamese orthography.



“Soft power”, as American political scientist Joseph Nye Jr. said in 
the late 1980s, is a “power of attraction through culture, political 
ideas, and policies rather than coercion”.

It is reflected in increased interest, especially by smaller nations in
the world, in investing more and doing well in elite sports as it is
thought that success in international sporting events boosts a
nation’schances of attaining soft power.

China uses its superiority in elite sports to build “people-to-
people” relations with other countries. For example, athletes
from African countries such as Madagascar are trained in
swimming, badminton, table tennis, etc.

Editorial 
Soft power, the new race every country wants to win



In 2016, a NITI Aayog report came up with a 20-point plan to improve
India’s Olympics performance. It recommended efforts to be made at
the family, community to school, regional academies, State and
national levels to improve things.

First, India should concentrate on forging MoUs with nations that
excel in specific sports. The aim should be to train Indian players
overseas.

Second, TOPS — China too also had a similar scheme — has
demonstrated that focusing on a few sports is beneficial for a country
such as India, which is striving to enhance its sporting abilities and
standing.

Third, private investment needs to be harnessed to develop
infrastructure. The better a country performs in sporting events the
greater a sports person’s interest in their sports atmosphere.









Answers for  24-09-22 PYQs are:
Q1-a
Q2-a
Q3-d
Q4-d
Q5-d


